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Introduction

In this assignment the author, attempts to express the opinion that the shareholders are adequately represented in the corporate governance process by using the banking industry among others to enforce that hypothesis. Because of the absence of moral purpose in the banking industry [1], Lord Myners, Gordon Brown’s City minister, has turned to the more actual matter of how best to inspire more active shareholders oversight of businesses [2]. Lord Myners’s proposed that long-term shareholders should be allowed greater voting rights than short-term speculators; this proposal has been criticized as foolish and unfeasible by his colleagues, short-term investors and the banking sector. Consequently, it should not be a shock to see the rights of shareholders trampled on, when creative, ethical and sensible ideas are shot down by the people who should be looking after the interest of their investors and citizens [3].

The financial crisis of 2008 has revealed that markets can seem to favor speculation over long-term ownership, hence the many recent investigations into reducing speculation in the oil markets [2]. They have also exposed that equity sometimes is not as solid as it might appear - hence the banking crisis. Carney, Gedajlovic and Sur [4] argued that restoring confidence in the system will require shareholders who take more than just a passing interest in the long-term health of the businesses they own, this demonstrates that some sections of shareholders are also to blame for the enormous violations by executives of shareholders’ right. An additional factor are the cases where financing requires gathering of funds from many shareholders, these shareholders themselves are often small and too poorly informed to exercise even the control rights that they essentially have [7]. The free-rider issue faced by individual shareholders makes it unexciting for them to learn about the companies they have backed, or even to take part in the governance process [8].

Does Corporate Governance Differ Greatly From One Country To Another?

The short answer to this question is yes, however we need to understand the reasons for this inconsistency. In the shadows of the far-reaching financial collapses of viable companies such as Enron, WorldCom, and Parmalat, the corporate world has awoken to the necessity for implementation of sound corporate governance practices in the 21st century [9]. In view of these corporate scandals in the international economy, substantial recommendations in the governance of companies have been given. These recommendations include the Treadway Commission, the Sarbanes-Oxley Committee, the Cadbury Committee, the Greenbury Committee, the Higgs Committee, and the King Committee of 2002. Such recommendations have led to the improvement of various corporate governance acts and codes in different countries and across the global market place [10]. Using the Zimbabwean scenario, post-independence Monetary Authorities in Zimbabwe had limited intrusion with banking operations; Banks appeared to have kept back demands for corrupt dealings despite prevalent corruption in other economic sectors. The banking law was enacted at a time when all the banks were foreign-owned [11], sensible regulation of banks appeared to be unnecessary. The Banking Act of Zimbabwe, was the only operational law, and it took no notice of requirements on insider lending, not anything on the maximum proportion of shareholder funds that could be lent to a particular borrower, no definition of risk assets, nor the quantity of capital essential to support bank lending, and no provision for scrutiny of banks except where a case was made for an investigation into dishonest activities [11].

The corporate governance structures of multinational banks in most countries were made stronger in the late 1970s due to regulatory controls of some countries, who were not meeting home country standards [11]. These regulations encompassed the solvency and liquidity requirements. Tightening of corporate governance approaches was required because the domestic banks could easily approach central banks as the lender of last resort not like multinational banks. The justification of tightening corporate governance structures was for the defense of depositors’ funds; need to have control over the volume of money and credit and the restricting of every tendency of monopoly power in the banking industry [11]. Furthermore, this reflects another
reason for the inconsistency of global and local corporate governance application.

Monks and Minow [10] argued that multinationals selected from a range of corporate governance strategies, this included international, worldwide, and multinational standards. They however stressed that; the most usually practiced corporate governance strategy was the multinational strategy, which gave emphasis to adoption of policies based on variations in the operating environments. This would allow them to adjust to and in many places take advantage of the local inconsistencies to their advantage, regardless whether it was what they believed in or practiced in their home country. Multinationals adjusted their services and management practices according to each country. This gave management independence, which were typically nationals of the hosting country and thus familiar with that country's corporate governance requirements [10].

The research done in this field has concluded that domestic organisations had lower standards of corporate governance than multinational organisations in terms of size and election of the board of directors, transparency of managers’ compensation, principal agency problem, and dissemination of the code of ethics [12]. In addition, the relatively better share prices by multinational organisations over domestic organisations implied that multinational organisations had more effective corporate governance strategies than domestic organisations [13-23].
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